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It has become normal nowadays to think of ancient Rome as a horrible place. Far too many 

men and women are crammed into a city a couple of miles across, living several to a room in 

multi-storey slums. These were badly built, and so burned, collapsed or had their flimsy 

foundations eroded by floodwater with nightmare regularity. The famous sewers were 

storm drains like those of Los Angeles, principally designed to carry off the rather heavy 

rainfall of the west coast of central Italy in winter (Rome has 800 mm of precipitation in the 

winter months, compared to London's 680-odd over the whole year, so that the famous 

Mediterranean outdoor life was not a year-round option for the poor of the city). This 

diminishes their sanitary value, and the disease levels of the population were appallingly 

high. Life expectancy was very poor: half the inhabitants of Rome were under 20, only about 

5% over 50, and it seems certain that procreation could not remotely keep pace with 

mortality, especially of infants. Rome consumed people. 

 

A city of disease 

 

A Greek doctor of the early Empire was well aware how special the medical problems of 

Rome were. His handbook describes a disease of children characteristic of the city in which 

the legs are typically malformed – almost certainly the vitamin-deficiency condition rickets. 

But he has no idea that it is a matter of diet, and rather gives a picturesque series of 

interpretations, rejecting three before choosing his own: 1) the young suffer from the fact 

that Rome's houses are all perched up on vaults over cold flowing water; 2) the sexual 

promiscuity of the women of Rome damages the offspring of their unions; 3) it is not just 

that they are promiscuous, but that they are continually drunk. (The 'right' answer is that 

they do not know about the best (Greek) way of swaddling the newborn which guarantees 

straight limbs.) We shall come back to these wrong explanations, actually more revealing 

than even the truth that rickets was a disease characteristic of the city of Rome. 

 

Rome and Calcutta 

 

It is quite easy to pile up details like these, so it isn't surprising that it is now orthodox to 

emphasize how frightful life in Rome was. This is partly a reaction to the golden age, 

grandeur-that-was-Rome optimism of the past. Certainly English writers such as Gibbon in 

the 18th century, and even Macaulay in the 19th, were able to overlook the nasty side, 

partly because they were still interested mainly in senators and their families, and partly 

because their own cities were not that much nicer than what I have been describing. It was 

only with the Victorian urban renewal, with consciousness of public health and a new set of 



attitudes to dirt and disease, that people's enthusiasm for the achievements of the Romans 

became modified with a slightly patronizing air: how many times does one read 'Rome was 

the most x or the most y before the nineteenth century'? The thought is that the ancients 

got surprisingly far along the evolutionary road which culminates in the wonderful reality of 

Victoria's Britain: they did awfully well, considering. 

 

It is from this point that the distaste for ancient city-life starts, with ever more detailed 

collections of what we would find most objectionable about conditions, as scholars consider 

and even quantify the likely amounts of animal dung or numbers of human corpses to be 

disposed of each day – a kind of I-Spy of nasty smells. The current favourite way of putting it 

in particular is to present the Roman Empire as an underdeveloped country and to liken 

Rome to a Third World city, Cairo or Calcutta or Bombay. It is not perhaps entirely innocent, 

this distaste for the dirty ways of the alien primitive past and the non-European world 

placed side by side. How applicable to the past are our pecking-orders of unacceptable 

deprivation, formed and expressed through charities and missions in British India or through 

UNESCO and Band Aid? And was Rome like these cities anyway? 

 

Well, isn't the answer to that question definitely Yes? What about the Roman writers of the 

first and early second centuries A.D. Seneca, Martial, Juvenal, whose detailed and highly 

negative accounts give vivid literary insights into just how appalling it was to live in Rome of 

the early Empire? Certainly these texts – Juvenal Satire III being the most famous – are the 

other main foundation of the traditional view. But although the details are there, it is not 

satisfactory to read these pieces of literature in the way that we would an Observer feature 

on the shanty-towns of Lima. 

 

To go back to those estimates of life expectancy. Rome ate up population, and since it had a 

thousand year history as a metropolis, that means that people were pouring in constantly. 

Many no doubt came via the slave-trade, and so had no say in the matter, but many more 

must have come voluntarily. They wanted to be in Rome. Were they out of their minds? 

 

The appeal of Rome 

 

The advertisement – painted on a wall – for a local bathhouse in a small Italian town said 

HIC MORE URBANO LAVATUR, 'wash here like they do in the Big City', and that points us in a 

helpful direction. Life in Rome did have some advantages. In the end this is because in all 

ancient cities the haves needed the have-nots. Just their numbers were spectacular: the 

Roman emperors periodically showed off the sheer vastness of the city-population, teeming 

in amphitheatre or circus, to impressionable foreign potentates. They made a formidable 

informal political force: a riot in ancient Rome was a horrifying affair. The ordinary citizens 

were useful in all sorts of ways in providing the infrastructure of the civilised life, and not 

just in the menial way that slaves did. But more important than any of these functions, the 



people who lived at Rome were a valuable symbol: they stood for Rome's extraordinary 

success and, in any felicity which they shared with their rulers, showed to the world how the 

conquering power could afford to treat the meanest inhabitants of the Empire's capital. 

That object-lesson was an ingredient in maintaining the conquest. 

 

The city life-style 

 

No doubt smelly drains, muddy streets, children subject to rickets and collapsing houses do 

not seem to us a particularly good advertisement for world-conquest. Values differed in the 

ancient world. What the people of Rome wanted – the Latin word for their perks is 

commoda – was a share in the pleasures which were the standard hallmarks of the life of 

the aristocratic élite. That had changed extraordinarily little since Homer. The hot baths of 

the Greek nobleman, his exercise-places, the fine oil to rub down with: these were on offer 

in the great Baths. The citizen of Rome could share in the excitements of battle or hunting in 

the carefully-planned displays of the amphitheatre. The pleasures of the table were the gift 

of the great on the occasion of triumphs or other public events, when roast meat and good 

wine were doled out to tens of thousands. The corn-supply meant that the plebeian at 

Rome could – either free or at small cost – live like a lord on wheaten bread, rather than the 

barley or millet or pulses which were more normal elsewhere. 

 

To all these pleasant and practical symbols of status was added, it should be said, the real 

opportunity for a serious windfall – always a possibility in the most complex society of 

Antiquity – which would offer the sudden release from poverty beloved of folk literature. 

Between them, these factors provided more than sufficient lures for those who could cut 

themselves loose from local ties and travel to the City; while to those who could not or 

would not, this naturally seemed a place of unnecessary architecture and public services, a 

showy community in which everyone had the opportunity to indulge all the time in the 

pleasures of sottish and licentious excess. Rather the vision, indeed, of the Greek doctors – 

should we see them as a touch envious? – whose remarks on rickets were quoted earlier. 

 

Bread and circuses 

 

The whole world of the commoda is instantly recognisable from its pithiest description in 

the pas sage of Juvenal in which he complains that the only desire of the people of Rome is 

panem et circenses, 'bread and ciruses'. Our perspective has perhaps been slightly different. 

Coming from the point of view of what the immigrant was attracted by in the life of Rome, 

we should be less inclined to see the poet's vigorous hostility to Rome and lively 

presentation of the horrors of life there as straightforward representations of obvious 

squalor, in the spirit of Gustave Doré's engravings or Dickens' social comment. Why write 

complex poetry to state the obvious, unwelcome, well-known facts of urban life, if such they 

were? 



We should perhaps compare the other abuses that Juvenal attacks: getting priorities topsy-

turvy, over-indulging in power, sex, pleasure. The problem with most of his targets is that 

they are things which entice; things which need the moralist to point out their inner – true – 

disgustingness. This was precisely the problem with Rome. The populace, undernourished 

and at risk as it was, devoted itself heart and soul to the race for commoda and the pursuit 

of the main chance. Juvenal takes on the task of showing how horrible the life of such 

people was in reality, and that he does so is something of a guarantee that this was not 

generally obvious. His attack on city life is a paradox, with many elements of surprise. 

Umbricius, his character who has come to realise the truth, is far from typical in fleeing 

Rome. Poor but not – by our standards – desperate or destitute, he is abandoning the great 

lure, performing the standard hopeful journey in reverse, and his experience, atypical and 

inverted as it is, helps us most to understand not how awful Rome was but why the city 

managed to survive from generation to generation. 

 

What we still need to know, however, is why Umbricius is headed in the direction he is – not 

to some mountain town full of virile agriculturalists, but to the golden twilight of old Cumae, 

Weymouth and Bournemouth to the Brighton and Bognor of Baiae on the sensational 

Roman riviera of Campania... 
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